Identification of a 3-hydroxylated tacrine metabolite in rat and man: metabolic profiling implications and pharmacology.
Discrepancies in urinary metabolic profiles in rats administered tacrine (1) suggested the presence of an unidentified metabolite of 1. Chromatographic methods were developed that allowed isolation of a metabolite fraction containing both 1-hydroxytacrine (2) and an unknown metabolite from rat urine. Mass spectral analysis indicated this metabolite to be a monohydroxylated derivative, which upon two dimensional COSY NMR analysis could be assigned as 3-hydroxytacrine (4). This structural assignment was confirmed by independent synthesis of 4. Compound 4 was also identified as a human urinary metabolite of 1. Biologically, 4 was found to have in vitro human red blood cell acetylcholinesterase inhibitory activity similar to that of 2 and 4-hydroxytacrine (5) and approximately 8-fold less than that of 1. These results underscore the need to conduct rigorous structural identification studies, especially in cases where isomeric metabolites are possible, in assessing the accuracy of chromatographic profiling techniques.